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For this project you will need: 

 

  Printed copy of “Lucifur” papercraft model 

  Scissors 

  Exacto knife 

  Glue Stick 

  Tape 

  White Cardstock 

  Popsicle stick or chopstick 

  2 Pennies 



Directions: 

 

1. Size your file to 8.5x11 paper, making sure “Scale to fit media” is checked. Print out Lucifur on 

your card stock.  While you can do this project using standard printer paper, it is more difficult 

as it’s “floppier.”  The stiffer cardstock is easier to work with than the more flexible printer 

paper.     

 

2. Using your scissors, carefully cut along all solid lines.  Be sure to trim along the inner muzzle 

lines (14):   

 
 

The right and left ear slots in both the temple pieces and top and sides of Lucifur’s head (15, 16):  

 

 

 
 



The neck lines and tail slot (20, 23) on her body:  

 
 

And the two neck tab holes under her chin (24): 

 
 

You should end up with a total of 9 pieces. 

 

3. Carefully fold your pattern along all dotted lines from front to back. 

 

4. Start by first connecting tab 1 on Lucifur’s head to the corresponding side 1.  You will end up 

making a paper ring with her head.   

 

5. Next, connect tab 2 to the corresponding side.  This will help create the sides and top of Lucifur’s 

primary head piece. 

 

6. Moving on to tabs marked 3, slot them together, interlocking the top of her head to the front of 

her muzzle just above her nose using glue or tape to connect.  The pieces are meant to slot 

between each other.  Depending on how you cut along the solid line, additional small trims may 

be necessary to get the pieces to fit with/alongside each other.   

 

7. Continue interlocking the muzzle to the top of her head by working through tabs 4-7.  They’re 

staggered and alternating which makes it easier to interlock as you work you way back and forth 

across the fold.  This allows the paper to gently curve and should help avoid any sharp folds.  

 



8. Close the gaps between her head and muzzle by connecting tab 8 on her muzzle to the 

corresponding side on her head and then completing the circle form of her muzzle by 

connecting tab 9 on her muzzle to the corresponding side also on the muzzle piece.  

 

 

9. Moving up to the top of her head, start interlocking tabs 10 to the corresponding tabs on her 

left temple.  Repeat this process with the interlocking tabs labelled 11.  Make sure, as you are 

attaching the two pieces, that your pre-cut ear slots (15) align properly.  As you connect the two 

pieces, you should start to see the head curving over into an arch shape.  Again, let the paper 

curve as you work…don’t force it or you’ll end up with unsightly folds. 

 

10. Complete the right side of her head using the same technique on tabs 12 and 13, again making 

sure that the ear slots (16) are lining up properly. 

 

11. At this point, you should have her head about 95% complete.  Flip it upside down and make sure 

to reinforce any interior taping you might want to secure at this point.   

 

12. Now we’ll attach the ears. First carefully fold each ear along the dotted line running down the 

center of the pieces and glue together.  This creates the front and back of each ear. Slide the 

corresponding ear tabs into the correct pre-cut ear slots in both the right and left side of her 

temple (15 and 16).  On the inside of her head, fold these tabs over and secure with tape.  This 

will keep her ears in place and help ensure that they’re standing up right. 

 

13. When you are happy with how her head and ears looks, we’ll move onto closing her lower 

jaw/chin.  Attach tab 17 on her chin to the corresponding back side of her head.  Because you’re 

closing up the space, this part is a little tricky.  I suggest working your way forward on tabs 18 

and 19, gently pulling the front of her chin down so you can tape the inside.  Be aware that the 

chin piece does NOT completely cover the bottom of her head.  There will be a small opening in 

her muzzle just beneath her nose.  I like to use that gap as a spot to insert my popsicle stick or 

chopstick and use the blunt end to help smooth down any tape on tabs 18 and 19 that aren’t 

sticking as well as I’d like.  Lucifur’s head is now done and you’ve completed the hardest part of 

this project! 

 

14. To make Lucifur’s body, fold along the dotted lines and then attach tab 21 to the corresponding 

back side.  You will end up with a box-ish shaped piece.  

 

15. To create her chest, gently fold the top half of her body pieces inward, securing tabs 20-22 to 

the corresponding sides. 

 

16. To make Lucifur’s tail, follow the same technique we used with her ears. First carefully fold her 

tail in half along the dotted line running down the center of the piece and glue the two sides 

together, creating a double-sided tail. 

 



17. Slide the narrow portion of her tail (23) into the pre-cut slot on the back of Lucifur’s body and 

tape to secure.   

 

18. On the inside of her body, right about where her back legs are, tape two pennies, one on each 

side.  This will give the body more weight and make her stable. 

19. Now let’s do the final assembly!  Carefully connect tabs 24 at the top of her neck with the 

corresponding pre-cut slots in her chin.   

 

Congratulations!  You now have your very own miniature papercraft version of Lucifur, the Lord of 

Barkness!   

But why stop at just one?  Keep going and create your own miniature Lucifur, Lord of Barkness Army of 

Darkness! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 


